TANG’S TEA CELLAR | 茶庄

Per pot
DA HONG PAO | 大红袍
£7
Origin: Wuyi Mountain (1,000-1,200 MASL)
Connoisseurs tea of choice. Grown in the rocky mountain valleys of Wuyi;
slowly absorbing mineral characters of Mountain soil, creating deep roasting notes of
cocoa.

BLACK TEA | 红茶

WHITE TEA | 白茶
SILVER NEEDLE | 福鼎银针白毫
Origin: Mt. Taimu, Fuding (1,000 MASL)
Champagne of white teas. Scent of sweet sap and notes of honeydew melon.
WHITE PEONY | 福鼎白牡丹
Origin: Mt. Taimu, Fuding (1,000 MASL)
A delicate tea with subtle floral notes of sweet rose, and baked almond.

Per pot
£10

SWEET AUTUMNAL | 安溪秋红茶
Origin: Anxi
A rare black tea using a premium tea cultivar, Jin Guanyin.
Abundant notes of sweet potato, malt, sugar cane.

£7

GOLDEN HONEY | 蜜香红茶
Origin: Fujian
Exclusively created by one of the finest family tea estates in Fujian.
Perforating notes of toasted honey, adzuki bean.

£7

£7

GREEN TEA | 绿茶
JADE GREEN | 翡翠绿茶
£7
Origin: Sichuan
Perforating nutty and aromatic aromas seamlessly combine with fresh vibrant notes
of straw.
JASMINE SUPREME | 茉莉银毫
£7
Origin: Guangxi
Lively green tea layered with freshly picked jasmine flowers to create a vibrant and
refreshing taste.

OOLONG TEA | 乌龙茶
RARE ORCHID | 奇兰
£7
Origin: Wuyi Mountain (1,000-1,200 MASL)
Rare tea cultivar light roasted over charcoal to create notes of figs, elderflower and
warm straw.
IRON GODDESS | 安溪铁观音
£10
Origin: Anxi
Handcrafted exclusively by our partner tea farm, a fourth generation Tea Master
Gao.
Notes of sweet nectar, orchid, malty.

BREAKFAST ROYALE | 功夫红茶
£7
Origin: Fu’an (800-1,000 MASL)
Mother of the Breakfast blend. Single estate black tea once treasured by the Royals.
Full-bodied, robust and rich notes of cocoa, caramel, rose petals.

PUERH TEA | 普洱茶
RIPE PUERH | 普洱熟茶
Origin: Yunnan
Smooth and calming ripe puerh tea with characteristic earthy notes.

£7

DECAF FLOWER TEA | 菊花茶
CHRYSANTHEMUM | 胎菊王
£10
Origin: Zhejiang
Velvety sweet notes of Chrysanthemum preciously preserved within the unopened
flower buds of this smooth infusion.

A discretionary service charge of 12.5% will be added to total bill
All prices are inclusive of VAT

